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Come let’s celebrate Lag Ba’Omer together!
Can’t make it to Meron? We’ll bring the light of Rebbe Shimon
to you.

Learn the answers to your questions:

What is the secret behind the unique joy of Lag Ba’Omer?

How can each one of us forge a connection to Rebbe Shimon bar
Yochai?

What is the connection between the souls of Rebbe Shimon and
Rebbe Nachman of Breslov?
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And more interesting and varied topics about the hilula, the
celebration in memory of Rebbe Shimon, and the trip to Meron…

Breslov  Research  Institute  is  happy  to  present  to  you  a
special program with the most relevant lessons, delivered by
the very best teachers in Breslov.

It’s no accident that the introduction to Likutey Moharan
begins with Rebbe Shimon bar Yochai, and goes on to explain
the secret for exiting galus, exile.

It’s no accident that the numerical value of Rebbe “Shimon ben
Yochai” is equivalent to Rabbenu “Nachman ben Simcha”!

(Editorial credit: David Cohen 156 / Shutterstock.com)

It’s no accident that the public celebration in memory of the
saintly Rebbe Shimon this year), and the public celebration in
memory of Rabbenu Zal (in the coming year), occur on the same
day of the week as Purim (this year – and that’s how it is
every  year),  the  day  that  Rabbenu  Zal  refers  to  as  the
beginning  of  the  Redemption,  the  geula  (see  Kochvei  Or,
Chochma U’bina).



Don’t miss this special program. Bring your friends, too!

In addition, as a special treat, you can download the
prayers on Lag Ba’Omer, free of charge.
And may it be the will of Hashem that we merit seeing the true
Redemption  and  the  coming  of  Mashiach  in  the  Holy  Land,
speedily in our days. Amen!

Reb Chaim Kramer – Love each other,  that’s the message
from Reb Shimon

Rabbi  Elchanan  Tauber  –  The  deeper  reason  for  the
celebration In Meron

Reb Yisrael Abba (Sruli) Rosenfeld – “Our connection to
Rashbi’s Soul”

Reb Nasan Maimon – The largest Jewish gathering in the
world

Yisrael Shteren – The authentic songs of Lag B’Omer
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